Modifiers of solid RNP granules control normal RNP dynamics and mRNA activity in early development
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Ribonucleoproteins (RNPs) often coassemble into supramolecular bodies with regulated dynamics. The factors controlling RNP bodies and connections to RNA regulation are unclear. During Caenorhabditis elegans oogenesis, cytoplasmic RNPs can transition among diffuse, liquid, and solid states linked to mRNA regulation. Loss of CGH-1/Ddx6 RNA helicase generates solid granules that are sensitive to mRNA regulators. Here, we identified 66 modifiers of RNP solids induced by cgh-1 mutation. A majority of genes promote or suppress normal RNP body assembly, dynamics, or metabolism. Surprisingly, polyadenylation factors promote RNP coassembly in vivo, suggesting new functions of poly(A) tail regulation in RNP dynamics. Many genes carry polyglutamine (polyQ) motifs or modulate polyQ aggregation, indicating possible connections with neurodegenerative disorders induced by CAG/polyQ expansion. Several RNP body regulators repress translation of mRNA subsets, suggesting that mRNAs are repressed by multiple mechanisms. Collectively, these findings suggest new pathways of RNP modification that control large-scale coassembly and mRNA activity during development.

Introduction

Large coassemblies of nucleic acids and proteins are a common but poorly understood feature of gene expression pathways. In the nucleus, chromatin and RNPs condense into multiple supramolecular domains, and “speckles” (Mao et al., 2011; Rinn and Guttman, 2014). In the cytoplasm, a variety of RNP granules can form, including processing bodies (PBs), stress granules, and diverse RNP bodies in nervous system, germ cells, and embryos (Decker and Parker, 2012; Buchan, 2014; Schisa, 2014). The functions and control of supramolecular RNP bodies remain elusive.

RNP granules are dynamic and tightly regulated in vivo. Remarkably, biophysical studies showed that three different native RNP bodies behave like liquid droplets in living cells (Brangwynne et al., 2009, 2011; Hubstenberger et al., 2013). Given the dynamic nature of other granules, liquid-like states are likely common (Hyman et al., 2014). In Caenorhabditis elegans, fluidity and sorting within RNP bodies are precisely controlled by developmental cues, and similar controls are likely widespread (Weber and Brangwynne, 2012; Hubstenberger et al., 2013; Hyman et al., 2014). RNPs can also polymerize into solid structures. Defects or polyglutamine (polyQ) expansions in some RNA regulators can induce large solid aggregates, which are common in central nervous system (CNS) diseases (King et al., 2012; Ramaswami et al., 2013). In the normal CNS, prion-like (solid) RNP polymers may contribute to long-term potentiation (Si et al., 2010; Heinrich and Lindquist, 2011). Collectively, these findings suggest that RNP condensations are carefully regulated, influencing RNP dynamics and fate.

Factors that control RNP dynamics in vivo remain to be elucidated. RNP condensation involves multivalent interactions among proteins and RNAs. In vitro, large-scale coalescence can be driven by stereospecific interactions or by divergent disordered protein domains (Han et al., 2012; Kato et al., 2012; Li et al., 2012; Malinovska et al., 2013). Presumably, the control of RNP coassembly in living systems involves pathways that modulate such interactions. The nature of these pathways is largely unknown.

Development within the C. elegans germline reveals the remarkable precision and complexity of RNP coassembly control. During adult oogenesis, several different cytoplasmic RNP bodies undergo regulated transformations, in concert with specific patterns of mRNA regulation (Fig. 1; Schisa et al., 2001; Boag et al., 2005, 2008; Gallo et al., 2008; Jud et al., 2008; Noble et al., 2008; Schisa, 2014). All share some components with PBs and stress granules of other cells and with each other, but each has unique composition and dynamics. Large germline RNP bodies, called germline...
messenger RNP (mRNP) processing bodies (grPBs), form in arrested oocyte cytoplasm, where they recruit repressed mRNAs, RNA-binding protein (RBP) repressors, and specific PB proteins (Jud et al., 2008; Noble et al., 2008). Distinct germ granules (P granules) associate with nuclei in early stage germ cells, dissociate into the cytoplasm, and eventually merge with grPBs in differentiated oocytes (Jud et al., 2008; Noble et al., 2008; Updike and Strome, 2010; Hubstenberger et al., 2013). RNP transformations occur within a precise spatiotemporal program of germ cell development (Fig. 1 A). Driving this program are specific RBP repressors that generate specific patterns of mRNA translation (Fig. 1 B; Nousch and Eckmann, 2013). Therefore, diverse RNP assemblies and mRNA control systems are precisely regulated during oogenesis, suggesting important interrelationships of these processes.

Previous work suggested that mRNP modulation controls RNP body dynamics in the C. elegans germline. Translational repressors stimulate RNP condensation into large semiliquid grPBs (Hubstenberger et al., 2013). RNP are modulated directly or indirectly by the CGH-1/Ddx6 RNA helicase to prevent nondynamic solidification; loss of cgh-1 transforms some grPB factors from dynamic states into solid square granules (Audhya et al., 2005; Boag et al., 2005; Noble et al., 2008; Hubstenberger et al., 2013). RNP transformations occur within a precise spatiotemporal program of germ cell development (Fig. 1 A). Driving this program are specific RBP repressors that generate specific patterns of mRNA translation (Fig. 1 B; Nousch and Eckmann, 2013). Therefore, diverse RNP assemblies and mRNA control systems are precisely regulated during oogenesis, suggesting important interrelationships of these processes.

Results

Genes that modify aberrant RNP solids are enriched for RNA control factors

To identify new regulators of cytoplasmic RNP particles in C. elegans gonads, we conducted a primary RNAi screen for modifiers of solid GFP:CAR-1 sheets that form in the cgh-1(tn691ts) mutant (Figs. 2 and 3). CAR-1 is a homologue of human Lsm14, is a core constituent of cgh-1(lf) solid granules and normal grPB droplets, and promotes both grPB assembly and mRNA repression (Audhya et al., 2005; Boag et al., 2005; Noble et al., 2008). To target adult oogenesis and bypass early germline development, RNAi and temperature upshift were induced for limited duration late in development. To facilitate multiple secondary assays, we screened a subset of 999 genes likely enriched for germline RNP regulators (Table S1): (a) 925 genes with oogenesis-enhanced expression (Reinke et al., 2004) and (b) 74 additional genes that confer embryo osmotic resistance, a function of some known RNP granule modulators (puf-5, car-1, and cgh-1; Sönntichsen et al., 2005; Lublin and Evans, 2007; Noble et al., 2008).

RNAi of 66 genes altered the size, morphology, or abundance of square sheet granules in cgh-1(tn691ts) gonads while maintaining GFP:CAR-1 expression, with the exception
of car-1, which eliminated GFP:CAR-1 fluorescence (Fig. 2 and Table S2). A majority of RNAi depletions induced smaller puncta and/or more diffuse GFP, either throughout the gonad or only in proximal regions (Fig. 2, compare C–F with A and B; and Fig. S1, K and L). These phenotypes suggest suppressed solid granule formation or maintenance. Consistent with this idea, puf-5 promotes RNP coassembly and was independently found here as a solid granule suppressor (Hubstenberger et al., 2013; Table S2). Some genes caused increased granule number, suggestive of enhanced RNP solid formation (Fig. 2, G and H; and Table S2). In support of this, cgh-1 itself was identified in this group. Variations were seen within these two groups, and some knockdowns gave complex phenotypes (Table S2). Some defects could impact granule (or component) synthesis, turnover, or indirect pleiotropic pathways. Regardless, these 66 genes suggest functions that promote, suppress, or modulate RNP solid particles formed in a pathological (cgh-1 mutant) state.

Several positives were known regulators of mRNPs, including the mRNA-specific RBPs PUF-5, PUF-3, and GLD-1 (Lublin and Evans, 2007; Hubstenberger et al., 2012; Nousch and Eckmann, 2013). To test screen specificity further, we compared NCBI COG terms in the library and screen positives (Tatusov et al., 2003). We found substantial enrichment of “RNA control” genes (P < 0.001) and reduced representation of other gene classes, such as “DNA control” genes (Fig. 3 B). To analyze gene classes in more detail, we further annotated genes by direct homology inspection, which revealed that 56% of positives (37/66) have predicted activities in RNA binding, translation, splicing, translational regulation, or decay (Fig. 3, C–E). Collectively therefore, modifiers of cgh-1(lf) solid granules are strongly enriched for functions in RNP control.

Several genes fell into categories not clearly tied to RNA biology, most of which have human homologues (Fig. 3 E and Table S2). Although these genes could act indirectly, several findings suggest possible novel functions in RNP control. Two Ras signaling genes (let-60/Ras and lin-3/EGF) promoted solid granule formation, which is supported by direct or posttranscriptional control of RBP-mediated mRNA repression by the Ras pathway in...
oogenesis (Arur et al., 2011; Hubstenberger et al., 2012). Intriguingly, screen positives were threefold enriched for homologues of human proteins that can be UV cross-linked in vivo to polyadenylated RNAs in HeLa cells (Fig. 3, B and E; Castello et al., 2012). Some of these were unexpected, including the TRiC chaperonin (cct-6/CCT6), the chaperone DNAJC9 (dnj-23), and a subunit of vacuolar proton-translocating ATPase (vha-19/ATP6AP1). Additional subunits of these protein complexes were also identified (Fig. 3 E). Thus, our C. elegans screen links RNP control functions to unpredicted human mRNA-binding proteins that control protein folding (chaperones) and membrane trafficking (vha genes).

Two additional genes support roles of membrane vesicle dynamics (alfa-1 and pigv-1; Farg et al., 2014; Budirahardja et al., 2015). Interestingly, alfa-1 is a homologue of human c9orf72, which is the most common target of polyQ expansions in some CNS diseases that are linked to RNP aggregation (Mizielińska and Isaacs, 2014). Therefore, the RNP solidification modifier screen revealed not only predicted RNP regulators but also genes that could play novel roles in RNP dynamics. Subsequent analyses of grPB dynamics and mRNA control support this view for at least some genes.

Modifiers of aberrant solid granules control normal RNP bodies

To determine if RNP solid modifiers influence normal RNP dynamics, we depleted all positive genes in females that form large semiliquid grPBs marked with GFP:CAR-1 and PGL-1:RFP after physiological oogenesis arrest. [A–C] In control gonads, GFP:CAR-1 [A] condenses into semiliquid grPBs, whereas PGL-1:RFP [B] forms distinct P granules that transition from nucleus-attached, to cytoplasm, and to separate grPB subdomains as oocytes differentiate. [D–I] After atx-2[RNAi] and ifet-1[RNAi], GFP:CAR-1 [D and G] coassembly was disrupted. PGL-RFP particles [E and H] accumulated in medial core (arrowheads) and on nuclei in proximal oocytes (arrows). [J] Most solid modifiers were not identified in previous P granule modifier screen (Updike and Strome, 2009), whereas a subset common to both datasets was enriched.

Figure 4. Solid modifiers promote semiliquid grPB coalescence. Shown are gonads of live animals expressing GFP:CAR-1 and PGL-1:RFP after physiological oogenesis arrest. [A–C] In control gonads, GFP:CAR-1 [A] condenses into semiliquid grPBs, whereas PGL-1:RFP [B] forms distinct P granules that transition from nucleus-attached, to cytoplasm, and to separate grPB subdomains as oocytes differentiate. [D–I] After atx-2[RNAi] and ifet-1[RNAi], GFP:CAR-1 [D and G] coassembly was disrupted. PGL-RFP particles [E and H] accumulated in medial core (arrowheads) and on nuclei in proximal oocytes (arrows). [J] Most solid modifiers were not identified in previous P granule modifier screen (Updike and Strome, 2009), whereas a subset common to both datasets was enriched.
specific factors, or other features of grPB metabolism. Another group of solid modifiers (30/66) did not obviously alter grPBs in normal arrested gonads (Table S3); solid granules could be more sensitive than grPBs to partial gene product loss, or some genes may specifically influence these aberrant polymers. Regardless, many solid modifiers control formation or dynamics of normal liquid-like grPBs during oogenesis. Some modifiers promote grPB condensation (class I genes), whereas others suppress condensation or solid granule formation (most class II genes).

Several genes also influenced P granules in arrested gonads. Some RNAi depletions disrupted PGL-1::RFP granules, whereas others enhanced P granule size, number, or retention on oocyte nuclei (Fig. 4, E and H; and Table S3). P granule effects of some of these genes were also seen in activated gonads previously (Updike and Strome, 2009; Sengupta et al., 2013). Therefore, these factors function in both grPB and P granule control, either through independent effects or because of links between P granule and grPB dynamics. To further explore these relationships, we compared our dataset to a previous genome-wide screen for P granule regulators in activated gonads and embryos (Updike and Strome, 2009; Sengupta et al., 2013). A subset of solid (14/66) and grPB (11/36) modifiers found here was not identified in the P granule screen (Table S2). Collectively, these findings support both specific commonalities and differences in control of these two distinct RNP granule types.

Poly(A) tail regulators control RNP coassembly dynamics

Three grPB modulators control mRNA poly(A) tail lengths or function in C. elegans and other species (let-711/Not1, gld-2, and pab-1; Nousch et al., 2013, 2014; Jalkanen et al., 2014). Longer poly(A) tails are generally associated with translation enhancement, and translationally active mRNAs are excluded from grPBs whereas translation repressors promote grPB formation (Noble et al., 2008; Hubstenberger et al., 2013; Jalkanen et al., 2014). Thus, a simple prediction is that poly(A) tail activators might inhibit condensation whereas poly(A) shortening factors might promote grPB formation like RBP repressors. Surprisingly, however, loss of the deadenylation factor LET-711/Not1 induced square sheet granules and diffuse GFP::CAR-1, similar to CGH-1 loss (Fig. 5, A and B; Hubstenberger et al., 2013). Square granules suggest CAR-1 solidification. To test this, we performed FRAP of GFP::CAR-1 in let-711(RNAi) square granules (Fig. 5, A, B, and D). Indeed, photobleached granule regions failed to recover most GFP::CAR-1, strongly supporting a solid particle core with minimal exchange (Fig. 5 D). Thus, deadenylation inhibits polymerization, then poly(A) addition may instead promote coassembly and slow dynamics. In support of this, RNAi of the GLD-2 poly(A) polymerase induced GFP::CAR-1 dissolution in many gonads, and mobility was increased almost 100-fold over controls and 10-fold over the diffuse soluble pool in let-711(RNAi) gonads (Fig. 5, C, E, and F). Furthermore,
PAB-1 depletion similarly caused strong grPB dissolution (Fig. 5 I). Thus, both a poly(A) polymerase (GLD-2) and a poly(A) tail effector (PAB-1) are required for condensation. By contrast, simultaneous depletion of two deadenylases, CCF-1 and CCR-4, induced elongated GFP:CAR-1 coassemblies, unlike spherical shapes expected of liquid-like droplets (Fig. 5 H). Other studies showed that LET-711/Not1, CCF-1, CCR-4, and GLD-2 are the major regulators of mRNA poly(A) tail lengths in C. elegans, at least in the germline (Nousch et al., 2013, 2014). Therefore, factors that stimulate poly(A) tail function (GLD-2 and PAB-1) slow RNP dynamics and promote grPB formation, whereas deadenylation factors prevent solidification (LET-711) or abnormal growth (CCF-1 and CCR-4). These functions contrast with simple predictions from proposed roles of poly(A) tails in translation.

**PolyQ-disordered domain proteins and polyQ aggregation regulators control grPB coassembly**

RNP bodies form by collective coassembly of multiple components. Thus, grPB modifiers might share features that modulate these interactions. To test this idea, we searched for common domains among cgh-1 (tn691) solid modifiers. MEME and FIMO analyses identified a glutamine-rich (polyQ) motif that was enriched ninefold (P < 10^{-7}) among solid modifiers compared with the total library (Fig. 6 A–C). By contrast, this polyQ motif was not enriched among P granule modulators present in our sublibrary (P = 0.31), suggesting specific connections to grPB and solid granule regulation (Fig. 6 C and Table S2; Updike and Strome, 2009). Most polyQ domain factors promoted condensation (Fig. 6 B and Table S3). In addition, five known grPB proteins carry related polyQ motifs, two of which were found in these screens (CAR-1 and PAB-1; Fig. 6 B). These findings are consistent with the idea that collective interactions among numerous polyQ motifs may specifically modulate grPB condensation. In vitro studies showed that intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) with divergent sequences can also drive large-scale coassembly (Kato et al., 2012). Interestingly, we found that all polyQ motifs reside within predicted IDRs (Fig. 6 F and not depicted). Thus, polyQ motifs embedded in divergent disordered regions could control multivalent interactions in semiliquid grPBs.

If polyQ interactions contribute to grPB coassembly, genes that modulate such interactions might also be granule modulators. We found 14 genes that were independently identified as modifiers of pathological aggregation of a synthetic polyglutamine peptide (Q35) in somatic C. elegans tissues, 12 of which lack the polyQ motif (Nollen et al., 2004; Fig. 6 C and...
Table S4). Among these were two CCT subunits of the TRiC chaperonin, which normally promote assembly or maintenance of both solid granules and semiliquid grPBs (Fig. 6, D and E; and Table S2). In yeast, CCT subunits suppress PB formation and may interact with polyQ aggregates of RNP factors (Nadler-Holly et al., 2012). Furthermore, human CCT proteins cross-link to mRNA in live HeLa cells (Castello et al., 2012). Thus, regulation of polyQ-containing IDR interactions may control normal RNP coassembly dynamics in vivo with divergent outcomes. Q35 regulators were also significantly enriched among P granule modulators (Fig. 6 C), suggesting these may be broadly involved in large-scale coassembly.

RNP granule modulators reveal mRNA repression by multiple regulators

Previous studies suggested that grPB dynamics are tied to translational repression (Noble et al., 2008; Hubstenberger et al., 2013). To further test this connection, all solid granule modulators were depleted in a set of 21 transgenic strains that express gfp::his-11 reporter mRNAs regulated by different 3′ UTRs (Fig. 7; Merritt et al., 2008). The 3′ UTR reporters include some known RBP targets and recapitulate various spatiotemporal translation patterns mediated by RBPs (Fig. 7 A; Merritt et al., 2008). RNAi of 22/66 solid modulators strongly increased GFP levels from one or more reporters (17) or weakly increased GFP from at least two reporters (5), revealing genes that repress expression (Figs. 7 B and S2). Depletion of 20 genes decreased GFP from various reporters indicating factors that activate or support expression (Fig. S2). Some repressive genes fell into both classes; RNAi de-repressed some reporters but reduced expression of others (Figs. 7 B and S2). Thus, modifiers of solid granules are enriched for regulators of mRNA activity or levels. Repressive genes affected subsets of 3′ UTR reporters in different stages of oogenesis. In late stages (proximal gonad), two overlapping reporter subsets were de-repressed after loss of PUF-5, PUF-3, or both (Fig. 7 B). This “PUF group” included known mRNA targets specific to PUF-5 (fog-1 and glp-1) or PUF-3 (nos-3) or corepressed by both (pos-1 and spn-4; Lublin and Evans, 2007; Stumpf et al., 2008; Hubstenberger et al., 2012). Several potential new PUF-sensitive 3′ UTRs were also revealed (Fig. 7 B). A “GLD-1 group” was defined by GLD-1-sensitive 3′ UTRs that were de-repressed in early stages (distal gonad) and included previously established or predicted GLD-1 targets (Fig. 7 B; Lee and Schedl, 2001; Jungkamp et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2011; Doh et al., 2013). These results support reporter screen accuracy, with some false negatives based on previous quantifications (Hubstenberger et al., 2012). Loss of multiple granule modulators de-repressed these same 3′ UTR reporters in proximal oocytes, distal gonads, or both, indicating they function with PUF-5, PUF-3, and/or GLD-1 directly or indirectly (Fig. 7 B and Table 1). Some repressive genes acted on 3′ UTRs insensitive to these known RBPs, suggesting they may also function with as yet unknown RBP repressors (Fig. 7 B). Unexpectedly, reporter screens also revealed a possible new domain of mRNA repression during midmeiosis. RNAi of the RRM protein DAZ-1 and three other genes uniquely de-repressed fog-1 and lip-1 reporters within the late-distal of medial gonad, which was spatially distinct from control of these same reporters by GLD-1 in earlier stages and by PUF-5 in later oocytes (Fig. 7, C–F). DAZ-1 loss did not increase fog-1 reporter mRNA levels consistent with control of translation (Fig. 7 G). These reporter activations could be an indirect consequence of meiotic progression defects, a known daz-1 phenotype (Karashima et al., 2000). However, progression defects were not obvious in our temporally limited RNAi conditions. In addition, this subgroup only repressed a few reporters, indicating mRNA specificity (Fig. 7 B). Therefore, it is possible that a DAZ-1–dependent mRNA control system functions during midmeiosis. Regardless, these data reveal the remarkable intricacies of translation patterning in oogenesis and new genes that participate in this regulation.

Several RNA-associated proteins (RAPs) suggest corepression of mRNA translation by different mechanisms. RNAi of IFET-1 (4E-T homologue), ATX-2 (Ataxin2-related protein), CAR-1 (Lsm14 homologue), and LET-711/Not1 strongly de-repressed several 3′ UTR reporters (Fig. 7, B and K). ATX-2 loss did not increase levels of two of three mRNAs tested, whereas IFET-1 loss caused only small mRNA level increases, supporting roles primarily in translational repression (Fig. 7 H). LET-711/Not1 loss reduced fog-1 mRNA levels and suppressed GFP activity of several reporters, suggesting possible functions in both mRNA maintenance and translational repression (Fig. 7, B and L). These findings are consistent with previous work that also identified mRNAs repressed by these RAPs (Ciosk et al., 2004; Gallo et al., 2008; Noble et al., 2008; Sengupta et al., 2013). However, the broad 3′ UTR survey here showed interesting new relationships with RBP repressors. Most 3′ UTR reporters (5/6) strongly repressed by PUF-5 and/or PUF-3 in oocytes also required two or more of these RAPs, as did 9/21 reporters overall (Fig. 7 B). Specific 3′ UTRs varied in sensitivity to RAP depletion. IFET-1 repressed multiple reporters in the PUF group, GLD-1 group, and others, supporting that IFET-1 is a broad-based corepressor throughout germline development (Li et al., 2009; Guven-Ozkan et al., 2010; Sengupta et al., 2013). ATX-2 strongly repressed reporters controlled by PUF-5 and PUF-3 in late oogenesis stages, revealing a new important function of ATX-2 in PUF-mediated mRNA repression (Fig. 7 B). LET-711/Not1 repressed some of the same mRNAs but also two reporters (jbf-1 and jbf-2) that were insensitive to PUFs and other RAPs. If poly(A) tail removal contributes to LET-711/Not1 repression, then GLD-2 poly(A) polymerase may counter this function. In support of this, both fog-1 and glp-1 reporter activities were reduced by gld-2 RNAi without alteration of mRNA levels under these conditions (Fig. 7, B and I–L). Collectively, therefore, these results suggest that repression of many mRNAs requires three or more repressive factors: an mRNA-specific RBP and at least two RAPs. Because the four RAPs found here likely mediate different molecular activities, multiple mechanisms may combine to repress many mRNAs, either independently or in dependent pathways initiated by mRNA-specific RBPs.

mRNA repression systems control grPBs and solid granules

Comparison of repressive gene effects on reporters, semiliquid grPBs, and solid granules suggests relationships between mRNA regulation and granule dynamics (Table 1). PUF-5, PUF-3, and several RAP corepressors (ATX-2, IFET-1, and CAR-1) repressed overlapping 3′ UTR reporters and were all necessary for normal grPB formation in arrested oocytes (Tables 1 and S3). Similarly, GLD-1, DAZ-1, and the same RAPs also promoted grPB formation in the distal to medial germline.
These phenotypes suggest that key translational repression systems promote large-scale RNP interactions in grPBs. Two PUF group genes (let-60 and hda-1) repressed some of the same reporters but did not alter grPBs, indicating either insufficient impacts or distinct activities independent of grPB dynamics. However, all of these genes and 12/17 repressors in total were necessary for square sheet formation in cgh-1(tn691) animals in proximal and/or distal gonads (Tables 1 and S2). Thus, this large-scale solidification may require specific or sufficient numbers of repressor-induced RNP transformations. Alternatively, some regulators could maintain levels of specific key components essential for condensation, directly or indirectly. In contrast, the remaining 5/17 repressive genes inhibited solid sheet formation in normal oocytes, cgh-1(m691) gonads, or both (Tables 1, S2, and S3). However, these “solidification inhibitor” genes also promote repression of some of the same mRNAs as “condensation promoters” (Fig. 7 B). Therefore, these factors control RNP dynamics by different mechanisms. Several gene knockdowns that disrupted grPBs (12/20) were not identified as strong repressors (Table S3 and Fig. S2). However, a majority (8/12) reduced expression from multiple reporters (n = 5–13), two others had oogenesis defects, and 11/12 are predicted to have pleiotropic functions (Fig. S2 and Table S3). These phenotypes may or may not be independent of grPB control and could obscure repression defects. Collectively, therefore, multiple genes that promote RBP-mediated repression either stimulate large-scale RNP coassembly or inhibit solidification.

Figure 7. 3′ UTR–dependent repression patterns depend on RNP granule modulators. (A) Different 3′ UTRs in reporter transgenes confer various GFP:H2B (green) expression patterns. (B) Heatmaps depict effects of “repressive” gene depletions on 21 reporters in distal and proximal regions (moderate to strong GFP increase ≥1 reporter). GFP :H2B was scored as weak, moderate, or strong increased (red) or decreased (blue; see Materials and methods). Boxed groups mark reporters de-repressed by RNAi of gld-1 in distal gonad, daz-1 in medial gonad, or puf-3 in proximal gonad, with other genes that de-repressed same reporters at some stages; reporters in red were co-repressed by two or more predicted RNA-associated corepressors. (C–E) Fluorescence images from live fog-1:3′UTR reporter worms showed distinct spatial domain of gld-1 RNAi (D) induced repression defects compared with daz-1 RNAi (E). (F) Whisker plot (10–90th percentile) shows quantified GFP:H2B from fog-1 reporter following gld-1(RNAi), daz-1(RNAi), or mock (RNAi) (T test). (G and H) Reporter mRNAs were quantified by quantitative RT-PCR. Error bars represent 99% confidence interval. (I–K) Imaging (I and J) and quantification (K), in proximal oocytes (I) and pachytene cells (J), shows that let-711/Not1 RNAi de-repressed glp-1 and fog-1 3′ UTR reporters, whereas gld-2 RNAi decreased expression. (L) let-711/Not1 RNAi reduced fog-1 reporter mRNA levels.
Discussion

This study reveals new features of the intricate networks that control RNP dynamics and mRNA repression during C. elegans oogenesis. RNA-binding repressors work with multiple corepressor factors to repress translation of mRNAs. These repression systems also induce RNP competence for large-scale condensation into semiliquid or solid states with dynamics that may be modulated by polyQ containing disordered domains in RNPs. Surprisingly, polyadenylation factors contribute to this pathway by stimulating rather than inhibiting condensation of repressed mRNPs. Our study also revealed several unexpected regulatory pathways that influence these mRNP transformation systems, including signaling systems, chaperone activities, membrane trafficking, and nuclear control pathways.

mRNA controls and polyQ factors regulate RNP coassembly dynamics

Both semiliquid grPB coalescence and solid granule formation depend on multiple repression mediators and regulators. This finding suggests RNPs are “licensed” for coassembly by translational repression systems, leading to large-scale condensation or polymerization when induced. In one model, RNPs bind sequence-specific RBPs, which recruit cofactors with multivalent interaction domains that will drive condensation upon oogenesis arrest or polymerization when CGH-1 helicase is inactivated. Alternatively, RBPs and corepressors might induce repressed mRNP states that permit binding or alteration of condensation factors on mRNAs. PolyQ-containing IDRs could mediate these interactions, modulate fluidity, or specify sorting within grPBs. In support of this idea, IDRs common to RBPs or repression groups as defined in Fig. 7B and text.

The functions of poly(A) tail regulators in grPB dynamics are counterintuitive given their expected effects on translation. Poly(A) controls could act indirectly by altering expression of various regulators or by global shifts in mRNA levels or pools of repressed mRNAs. Alternatively, they could play more specific novel roles, an idea consistent with several observations. PAB-1 and CCF-1 are prominent grPB components (Jud et al., 2008; Hubstenberger et al., 2013). In addition, PAB-1 binds ATX-2, which promotes grPB formation and repression (this study; Ciosk et al., 2004; Maine et al., 2004). In other organisms, the Not1 scaffold recruits CCF-1 and CCR-4 to mRNAs, a function likely conserved in C. elegans (Nousch et al., 2013; Panepinto et al., 2013; Shirai et al., 2014). Further, mammalian Not1 can bind directly to the CGH-1 ortholog Ddx6 and stimulates ATPase activity (Chen et al., 2014; Mathys et al., 2014; Rouya et al., 2014). Thus, two intriguing possibilities are raised. Repressed mRNPs may need sufficient PAB-1 loaded on poly(A) tails to promote coalescence and/or slow exit from grPBs while preventing PAB-mediated stimulation of translation. Perhaps ATX-2 plays some role in these activities. In addition, LET-711/Not1 may prevent solidification by direct recruitment and activation of the CGH-1 RNA helicase, given their common phenotypes. It could be that Not1 modulation of both polyadenylation and CGH-1 helicase collaborate to tune multivalent interactions among RNPs.

Several genes inhibit square sheet formation, suggesting roles in preventing solidification as shown for LET-711/Not1 and CGH-1. Interestingly, genes that support global mRNA produc-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Protein description</th>
<th>Repression group</th>
<th>grPB phenotype</th>
<th>cgh-1 solid phenotype</th>
<th>PolyQ motif</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>puf-5</td>
<td>F54C9.8</td>
<td>RBP, (PUF)</td>
<td>PUF</td>
<td>Disrupt (I)</td>
<td>Suppress</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puf-3</td>
<td>Y45F10.2</td>
<td>RBP, (PUF)</td>
<td>PUF</td>
<td>Disrupt (I)</td>
<td>Suppress</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atx-2</td>
<td>D2045.1</td>
<td>RAP, PAB binding (Lsm, PAM)</td>
<td>PUF, GLD, other</td>
<td>Disrupt (I)</td>
<td>Suppress</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ilet-1</td>
<td>F56F3.1</td>
<td>RAP, 4E binding (4E-T)</td>
<td>PUF, GLD, other</td>
<td>Disrupt (I)</td>
<td>Suppress</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car-1</td>
<td>Y1810A.17</td>
<td>RAP, Lsm14, DDF</td>
<td>PUF, GLD, other</td>
<td>Disrupt (I)</td>
<td>Suppress</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>let-711</td>
<td>F57B9.2</td>
<td>RAP, deadenylation scaffold (Nol1)</td>
<td>PUF, GLD, other</td>
<td>Squares (II)</td>
<td>Enhance</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>let-60</td>
<td>ZK792.6</td>
<td>Small G protein (Ras)</td>
<td>PUF, other</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Suppress</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lin-3</td>
<td>F3H41.4</td>
<td>Ligand, Ras signal ligand (EGF)</td>
<td>PUF</td>
<td>Disrupt (I)</td>
<td>Suppress</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hda-1</td>
<td>CS3A5.3</td>
<td>Histone deacetylase (HDAC)</td>
<td>PUF</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Suppress</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vha-10</td>
<td>F46F11.5</td>
<td>Vacuolar ATPase subunit</td>
<td>PUF, other</td>
<td>Large (II)</td>
<td>Enhance</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pig-1</td>
<td>T0984.1</td>
<td>GPI mannosyl transferase</td>
<td>PUF, GLD, other</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Suppress</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>CS05E.12</td>
<td>E3 ubiquitin ligase</td>
<td>PUF</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Suppress</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gld-1</td>
<td>T23G11.3</td>
<td>RBP (KH)</td>
<td>GLD</td>
<td>Disrupt (I)</td>
<td>Suppress</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daz-1</td>
<td>F56D1.7</td>
<td>RBP, (RRM)</td>
<td>DAZ</td>
<td>Disrupt (I)</td>
<td>Suppress</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>K02F2.3</td>
<td>RAP, snRNP factor (Sf3B3)</td>
<td>DAZ</td>
<td>Squares (II)</td>
<td>High diffuse</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>M28.5</td>
<td>RAP, snRNP factor (Nhp2)</td>
<td>DAZ</td>
<td>Squares (II)</td>
<td>High diffuse</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efu-2</td>
<td>ZK32B.2</td>
<td>RAP, snRNP factor (SNU114)</td>
<td>DAZ</td>
<td>Squares (II)</td>
<td>High diffuse</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Genes that showed strong de-repression of at least one 3' UTR reporter after RNAi, as in Fig. 7B.
*RAP is a sequence-specific RNA-binding protein based on evidence or RNA-binding domain homology; RAP is an RNA-associated protein that associates with RNAs either indirectly or directly based on evidence or homologies. Terms in parentheses indicate predicted domains and homologies.
*Repression groups as defined in Fig. 7B and text.
*Disrupt* denotes RNAi-induced dissolution and/or reduced grPB sizes, which are class I (I) phenotypes; *squares* denote square granule formation, a class II phenotype (II); *large* denotes enlarged and more grPBs; *variable* refers to different gonads resembling either class I or II, *none*, no defect. See Table S3 for additional phenotype descriptions and gonad regions affected.
*Suppress* denotes disruption or reduced numbers of square granules; *enhance* denotes increased square granule numbers and/or size; *high diffuse* denotes similar numbers of square granules with increased diffuse GFP-CAR-1. See Table S2 for additional phenotype descriptions and gonad regions affected.
tion or export (and broad reporter expression) are enriched in this class (Table S2 and Fig. S2). Further, CGH-1 promotes mRNA stability of regulated germline mRNAs (Boag et al., 2008). Potentially, mRNAs may stimulate liquidity of native RNP bodies. In support of this idea, RNA increases fluidity of liquid RNP droplets in vitro (Elbaum-Garfinkle et al., 2015). LET-711/Not1–activated CGH-1 helicase could specifically act on repressed mRNPs in part to retain mRNAs, preventing solid polymerization of mRNPs-bound assemby proteins like CAR-1. If so, the opposing activity of GLD-2 poly(A) polymerase in supporting condensation is likely independent of its known role in promoting widespread mRNA stability (Nousch et al., 2014).

Translational repression by multiple mechanisms

Predicted and known functions of corepressor RAPs suggest that mRNA-specific RBP repressors may induce or cooperate with several different repression mechanisms. IFET-1 can bind translation initiation factor eIF4E and thus may inhibit initiation at mRNA 5′ ends (Li et al., 2009). ATX-2 binds PAB-1, and thus could potentially control PAB at mRNA 3′ ends (Ciosk et al., 2004; Maina et al., 2004). In other species, ATX-2 homologues also directly bind mRNAs and control mRNA stability or translation, but on sequences likely distinct from known PUF or GLD-1 sites in C. elegans mRNAs (McCann et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2013; Yokoshi et al., 2014). LET-711/Not1 is a scaffold that recruits deadenylases and CGH-1/Dbx6, in other species and likely C. elegans (Nousch et al., 2013; Panepinto et al., 2013; Inada and Makino, 2014; Shirai et al., 2014; Temme et al., 2014). A divergent yeast CAR-1 homologue inhibits its eIF4G function (Rajyaguru et al., 2012). Therefore, these RAPs likely inhibit translation by different mechanisms. Given common mRNA targets with PUF-3, PUF-5, and GLD-1, these RAPs work with mRNA-specific RBPs to repress translation. RBPs could recruit multiple RAPs, or some RAPs could act independently on the same mRNAs. Regardless, these findings suggest a flexible “multiple mechanism” scenario: Single RBP complexes or combinations bound at different RNA sites could target several steps of translation. With variations in relative recruitment or activities, different RAP-driven processes may predominate for certain mRNAs or at specific stages. Combined multiple mechanisms could be widespread, which could explain ongoing controversies over RBP and miRNA mechanisms in other systems. Depending on different cell states or time in development, the predominance of a given mechanism could change.

Conserved novel pathways regulate RNP dynamics and pathological states

The more unexpected genes from our screen implicate molecular chaperones, intracellular trafficking, and nuclear RNA pathways in RNP body formation or metabolism. Although these genes could act indirectly, some observations hint at potentially specific roles. First, grPB control by several nuclear transport and membrane trafficking factors could relate to direct physical and functional links found between nuclear pores, membranes, and RNP granules in the germline and embryo (Pitt et al., 2000; Sheth et al., 2010; Voronina and Seydoux, 2010; Patterson et al., 2011). In addition, some of these genes are homologues to human proteins that cross-link to RNAs in vivo, suggesting more direct influences on RNA control (Castello et al., 2012). We also identified mRNA processing factors. Intriguingly, several of the same genes influence miRNA and siRNA pathways, and phylogenetic analyses argue these genes may have adapted roles that coevolved with small RNA controls (Tabach et al., 2013). Perhaps, these adapted functions impact other aspects of RNP dynamics. A common feature of RNPs is their capacity for large-scale coassembly, which is tightly regulated in vivo. Thus, these modifiers may contribute to RNP dynamics in other systems. If so, we predict functional variations with different cell and RNP granule types. In support of this, the CCT complex promotes RNP coassembly in oocytes but suppresses Q35 aggregation in somatic cells and PB formation in yeast (Nollen et al., 2004; Nadler-Holly et al., 2012). These contrasting activities could reflect different RNP body properties, different cell and developmental states, or both.

RNP modulators may broadly modulate pathways tied to inappropriate RNP aggregation, analogous to RNP solids in nematode helicase mutants. Interestingly, two genes found here (ATX-2 and alfa-1) are homologues of human genes (Ataxin-2 and c9orf72) commonly mutated in three human neurodegenerative disorders (frontotemporal dementia, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and spinocerebellar ataxia type 2), which exhibit abnormal RNP-rich aggregates (Lastres-Becker et al., 2008; Elden et al., 2010; Heutink et al., 2014; Lattante et al., 2014). ATX-2 and homologues control mRNA translation and stability (this study; Ciosk et al., 2004; McCann et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2013; Yokoshi et al., 2014). Functions of c9orf72 may include membrane vesicle trafficking (Farg et al., 2014). It is also intriguing that these disorders often result from polyQ expansion mutations, given the prevalence of polyQ motifs among RNP granule proteins. Effects of polyQ expansion are controversial and include the possibility of repeat-derived toxic peptides or RNA independent of gene function (Heutink et al., 2014; Mizielinska and Isaacs, 2014). However, our studies support roles for these seemingly unrelated proteins and numerous other polyQ factors in regulation of physiological RNP dynamics. Therefore, future studies could reveal new insights into how larger-scale RNP organization is controlled in normal and pathological states and their connections to RNP function.

Materials and methods

Strains and RNAi vectors

Strains were maintained by standard methods (Brenner, 1974). The following strains and alleles were used (for transgenes, UTRgene = promoter and UTRrev = 3′ UTR from specified genes): N2 (Bristol wild-type strain); CB4108 fog-2(q71); TE71 (fog-2(q71); pie-1::car-1::gfp::UTRpie-1; pos-1::pgl-1::mrfp); TE81 (cgh-1(m691)); pos-1::car-1::gfp::UTR; Hubstenberger et al., 2013). Strains expressing gfp::h2b UTR reporter mRNAs were generated by Merritt et al. (2008) and included: HJ2270, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRat::; HJ2296, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTR6D::; HJ2207, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTR5D::; HJ2423, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTR5E::; HJ2436, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRcdc::; HJ2252, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRstd::; HJ2377, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRmRNA::; HJ2221, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRmRNA::; HJ2200, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRmRNA::; HJ3230, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRmRNA::; HJ2349, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRmRNA::; HJ3427, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRmRNA::; HJ3111, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRmRNA::; HJ2979, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRmRNA::; HJ2236, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRmRNA::; HJ2379, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRmRNA::; HJ3333, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRmRNA::; HJ2313, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRmRNA::; HJ2267, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRmRNA::; HJ2223, ppie-1::gfp::h2b::UTRmRNA::; Strains were provided by the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center (Minneapolis, MN), except for cgh-1(m691).
strains generously provided by D. Greenstein (University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN). For the primary RNAi screen and most secondary assays, RNAi feeding vectors in L4440 backbones were derived from the C. elegans RNAi genome library (Kamath and Ahringer, 2003; Source Bioscience). An ifet-1(RNAi) feeding vector (pTE7.70) was made carrying full-length open reading frame of ifet-1 cDNA in L4440. For some experiments, puf-5 RNAi vector pTE7.30 (full-length puf-5 cDNA in L4440) and puf-3 RNAi vector pTE7.60 (15–610 of puf-3 cDNA in L4440) were used, as described previously (Hubstenberger et al., 2012). For all RNAi vectors that gave positive phenotypes, inserts were sequenced by the University of Colorado Cancer Center DNA Sequencing and Analysis Center. Only RNAi vectors that gave clean single sequences were included in analyses; RNAi bacteria that gave mixed sequences were either not included or vectors were recloned, sequenced, and retested. A nonspecific empty L4440 vector was used as a negative control in all RNAi experiments (control or mock(RNAi)), as described previously (Timmons et al., 2001; Hubstenberger et al., 2012).

**RNAi screens**

RNAi was done by feeding (Kamath and Ahringer, 2003), with the following modifications. Hermaphrodites were bleach treated, and embryos were allowed to hatch on unseeded plates for 20–40 h to synchronize as L1 larvae. L1 larvae were transferred to standard bacteria (OP-50) plates and grown at 15°C for 20–24 h and then shifted to 20°C for 20–24 h until late L3 to early L4 stages. L3/L4 larvae were washed three times in M9 with 50 µg/ml carbenicillin and were then transferred onto RNAi plates at 20°C. RNAi plates were freshly prepared by growing HT15 RNAi clones in Luria broth (LB) + 25 µg/ml carbenicillin at 37°C for 16 h, placing clones on ice for 6–7 h, adding IPTG to 1 mM, and then seeding and growing RNAi plates at 20–23°C (RT) for 16–20 h (Noble et al., 2008; Hubstenberger et al., 2013). RNAi plates were grown to young adults at 20°C (20–24 h) and then transferred to 25°C for 16–20 h. Adults were transferred to microscope slides and assayed by epifluorescence or confocal microscopy (see following section). For each screen and experiment, phenotypes were analyzed in ≥40 worms for each RNAi. This temporally restricted protocol induces strong loss of at least some proteins (CAR-1 and PUF-5) in adult germ lines that make oocytes but in general bypasses known gene functions in germ cell proliferation and sex determination (data not shown).

A sublibrary was screened for modifiers of square sheet granules marked with GFP-CAR-1 in cgh-1(m691ts) animals by fluorescence microscopy (described below). This sublibrary combined two sets of genes: (a) genes controlling embryo sensitivity to osmotic stress (embryo osmotic integrity phenotype; Sönntichsen et al., 2005; WormBase, WBPhenotype:0000365) and (b) genes with oogenesis-enriched expression, as described previously (Reinke et al., 2004). After removing inviable or contaminated clones, a total of 999 nonoverlapping genes were tested (Table S1). For the primary screen in cgh-1(m691), RNAi clones were scored as solid modulators if ≥20% of worms (n ≥ 40) showed obvious alterations in square sheet granules (Table S2). All positive RNAi phenotypes were confirmed in at least two independent experiments, and RNAi clone sequences confirmed as described above. Negative clones were only tested once, with exception of dcap-2, which was tested twice.

Two secondary RNAi screens were done on 66 primary screen positives. To test impacts on normal germ line RNAi bodies, RNAi depletions were done in arrested fog-2(q71);gfp:car-1;egl-1::gfp females; unmade female L4 larvae were directly transferred to RNAi plates and grown to produce adult females that lack sperm but are otherwise wild type in control RNAi, as described (Noble et al., 2008; Hubstenberger et al., 2013). To test control through mRNA 3’ UTRS, positives were RNAi depleted in transgenic hermaphrodites carrying gfp::H2B 3’ UTR reporters and screened by fluorescence microscopy. For 3’ UTR reporter assays, increases in GFP:H2B expression were defined as weak (light red in heatmaps) if 10–30% animals had fluorescence above control, medium (mild red) if >30% have a fluorescence higher than control, and strong (hot red) if >60% of analyzed worms had higher levels than mock and at least 30% had fluorescence five times higher than mock. Decreases in GFP::H2B (blue in heatmaps) were defined similarly. Quantification of GFP::H2B was done as described previously (Hubstenberger et al., 2012): maximum intensity was determined in lines drawn across nuclei minus cytoplasmic background from epifluorescence images using Axiovision 4.6.3 (Carl Zeiss) and ImageJ (described below). For each experiment, animals from different RNAi treatments were processed in parallel, with identical UV intensities, exposure times, and adjustments.

**Immunofluorescence and in situ hybridization**

For immunofluorescence (IF), adult animals were dissected and frozen on slides under coverslips on dry ice, coverslips removed, fixed in cold methanol, and blocked in PBS with 0.5% BSA as described previously (Noble et al., 2008). Primary antibodies used were rabbit anti-CGH-1 (CB3770 5.6S; gift of D. Greenstein) and rabbit anti-GFP (Life Tech, A-6455). Simultaneous fluorescence in situ hybridization and IF (FISH-IF) was done as described previously (Noble et al., 2008). Worms were dissected on slides and frozen (as above) and fixed in serial methanol dilutions (100%, 90%, 70%, and 50%). After air drying, slides were incubated in PBS with 0.5% BSA, refixed in fresh 4% formaldehyde in PBS, washed in PBS with 2 mg/ml glycerol, and preincubated in hybridization buffer (50% formamide, 5XSSC, 100 µg/ml salmon sperm DNA, and 0.01% Tween 20) at 50°C for 1 h. Digoxigenin-labeled RNA probes to pos-1 mRNA in hybridization buffer were hybridized at 50°C overnight. Slides were then washed at 50°C over 5 h in wash buffer (50% formamide, 5XSSC, and 0.01% Tween 20), 2XSSC at RT and finally in PBS with 0.5% BSA. Probes were detected with Fluorescent Antibody Enhancer Set for DIG Detection (Roche) using Cy3-labeled mouse antidigoxigenin antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories), and proteins were detected with primary antibodies described above and goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 secondary antibodies (Life Technologies).

**Imaging**

Epifluorescence images were acquired at room temperature with a Zeiss Axioskop microscope using a 40x, 1.4 NA plan apochromat oil objective, imaged with Axisocam MRm (Carl Zeiss), and quantified with Axiovision 4.6.3 software (Carl Zeiss). For live epifluorescence imaging, worms were transferred to 2% agarose pads in M9 buffer with 30 mM Na3N. For IF and FISH-IF of fixed gonads (described below), slides were mounted in Prolong Gold mounting medium (Life Technologies). For confocal microscopy, a Leica TCS SP5 II confocal microscope fluorescence was used at 20–22°C with HCX plan apochromat CS 40x oil objective, 1.25 apertures, using Leica image acquisition software. For single confocal sections of FISH-IF slides, 1 Airy unit pinhole was used. For FRAP on Leica TCS SP5 II confocal microscope, animals were mounted on 2% agarose pads in M9 buffer with 2% Tricaine methanesulfonate and 0.2% tetramisole hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich), 2-µm circular zones were photobleached, and confocal time series were recorded at minimal laser intensities, using 2 Airy unit pinhole size (Hubstenberger et al., 2013). For image analyses, ImageJ and the plugin collection MBF “ImageJ for Microscopy” by Tony Collins were used. Fluorochromes were EGF and mRFP (for live imaging), Alexa Fluor 488, Alexa Fluor 594 (for IF), and Cy3 (for FISH).
RNA quantification
100 worms were washed twice with M9 and once with cold ddH2O. RNA was extracted using Trizol LS (Invitrogen). cDNAs were generated using random hexamers with the Superscript III First-Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen). Real-Time PCR was performed in triplicate using SYBR Green Reagent on a StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). Primers were designed around exon–exon junctions to avoid amplification of contaminant genomic DNA using the Primer Express 3.0 software. for gfp, we used primers 5′-AGGTGATGCAACATACGGAAA-3′ and 5′-AAGCATTGACAACATACAG-3′. For act-1, we used primers 5′-TGCCCCTCATCAACCATGAA-3′ and 5′-CCGATCCGACGGATCTTT-3′. Results were analyzed using the StepOne Software v2.1 (Applied Biosystems). Relative mRNA levels were calculated using the Quantitation Comparative CT (ΔΔCT) method and normalized to actin mRNA levels. Results were confirmed for at least two independent RNAi experiments.

Bioinformatics
Screen positives were linked to possible functions initially using NCBI COG annotations, and second by direct domain inspection. To test enrichment specificity of NCBI COG gene functions, two functional categories were generated and compared by (1) DNA control genes, by pooling together codes A and J (RNA processing and modification and Translation, ribosomal structure, and biogenesis); (2) RNA control genes, by pooling codes B, L, K, and Y (Chromatin Structure and dynamics, Replication and repair, Transcription, and Nuclear structure); (3) M. Southard-Smith et al., 2011). Gene clustering on heatmaps was generated using the one minus Pearson correlation (GENE-E). IDR s were predicted using PON DR-FIT (Xue et al., 2010).

Online supplemental material
Fig. S1 shows that ATX-2 and GLD-2 depletion disrupts coassembly of grPB components CGH-1 and pos-1 mRNA, in addition to CAR-1. Fig. S2 shows 3′ UTR reporter expression changes for all genes that increase or decrease expression after RNAi. Table S1–S4 are Excel spreadsheets. Table S1 lists all 999 genes in the total RNAi sublibrary that was screened for modulation of solid granules in cgh-1(tn691). Table S2 lists all genes that altered solid granules in cgh-1(tn691), and genes from prior P granule modifier screen (Updike and Strome, 2009) that were present in the starting library, including those not found in the solid granule screen. Table S3 lists effects of all solid modifiers on grPBs, P granules, and oocytes in normal arrested gonads. Table S4 lists solid granule modifiers that were also found as Q53 aggregation suppressors by Nollen et al. (2004). Online supplemental material is available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201504044/DC1.
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Figure S1.  **RNP granule modulators promote condensation of grPB proteins and mRNA.** Top diagram depicts unfolded arrested gonad with distal and oocyte regions marked. (A–D) Epifluorescence images show arrested female gonads that were dissected, fixed, and stained for endogenous CGH-1 by IF. In control gonads, CGH-1 localized to grPBs in distal gonad (A) and oocytes (C). ATX-2 depletion caused CGH-1 dispersal (B and D), similar to disruption of GFP:CAR-1 condensation in live animals (see Fig. 4). (E–J) Confocal images show arrested oocytes from dissected and fixed gonads costained for pos-1 mRNA and GFP:CAR-1 by FISH-IF. In control oocytes, pos-1 mRNPs and GFP:CAR-1 localized to grPBs (arrowheads in I). GLD-2 depletion caused dispersal and separation of pos-1 mRNPs (white arrows in J) from GFP:CAR-1 particles (green arrows in J). (K–L) CAR-1 depletion disrupted solid square sheet granules in cgh-1(tn691) gonads, similar to loss of RBP repressors and other RAP regulators like ATX-2 and IFET-1 (see Fig. 2, Table 1, and Table S2). Images show IF staining of CGH-1 in oocytes. Bars, 5 µm.
RNP regulators control reporter mRNA expression. Heatmaps show clustered expression changes for all genes that increase or decrease H2B:GFP from one or more 3' UTR reporters in distal and proximal gonad regions (see Fig. 7). These include "repressive genes" that induce increase expression after RNAi (red shades) and "activating genes" that decrease expression after RNAi (blue shades). Color coding and scoring was done as described in Fig. 7 B and Materials and methods.

Available online are four supplemental Excel tables. Table S1 shows all genes in the screened RNAi sub-library. Table S2 shows genes found as solid granule modifiers in cgh-1(tn691) or in a previous P granule modifier screen. Table S3 shows genes that modify normal semiliquid grPBs in arrested germlines. Table S4 shows solid modifiers also found in a previous screen for Q35 aggregation suppressors.
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